Abstract：To solve the problem of flexible multi-stage telescopic boom automatic reprint, according to ADAMS flexible body modeling theory, electro-hydraulic proportional position control theory and co-simulation modeling interface technology to establish flexible multi-stage telescopic system model based on virtual prototype. On the basis of model, integrated telescopic boom crane movement characteristics, designed and calculated the movement of the three combined motions. Introduced PID control algorithm and achieving a combination of joint motion by virtual prototype simulation technology. Viewed the results of the end of telescopic boom trajectory and dynamics in the ADAMS processing unit. Verified by experiments and The results show that: the flexible multi-stage telescopic boom system model can achieve a combination of motion control and control is better. The research content provide some reference to improve the crane automatically reprint efficiency and reduce the number of physical prototype tests.
Introduction
With the number of telescopic boom increased, lightweight and flexible structure features more obvious, the speed of reprint, the contradiction between stability and safety become more and more prominent. Therefore, in order to study the security, accuracy and efficiency of the docking process and reduce the number of physical prototypes, a kinetic model which can accurately reflect the process of flexible telescopic arm transport is established [1] , Which reflects the motion characteristics of telescopic boom.
The combination of motion design in three typical conditions: the vertical plane linear motion, the horizontal plane linear motion and the spatial range linear motion. Three movements in the actual work on behalf of the lifting weight along the vertical line, along the horizontal line transfer of heavy objects, as well as some of the hinge points of mechanical equipment to achieve vertical lifting. The three motion modes are defined as Multi-stage flexible telescopic boom system to achieve the combined movement, mainly through the calculation of hydraulic cylinder movement, control of telescopic movement, rotary motion and luffing movement, to complete the expected repose trajectory or combination of actions [2, 3] . The PID control algorithm is introduced in the control system. After the optimization of the control parameters, the simulating experiments of the typical process of the telescopic boom are carried out according to the expected movement rule. The dynamic response of the multi-stage flexible telescopic boom is analyzed and compared with the experimental results. Accuracy and practicability of the whole system model of flexible telescopic boom.
Subject
Based on the actual dimensions of the multi-stage telescopic boom experimental platform, the parts of the basic arm, the primary arm, the secondary arm, the support cylinder, the telescopic cylinder and the support were established by using the SolidWorks. All the parts were assembled and analyzed by ANSYS. The flexible telescopic boom are introduced into ADAMS to establish a multi-stage flexible telescopic boom mechanical system model [4] [5] [6] . In the restraining way of the telescopic arm uesd contact mode [5, 10] . The hydraulic system model and the control system model of the telescopic boom system were established by MATLAB/Simulink and the system simulation model was established by using co-simulation technology [7, 9] . Figure1 is a multi-stage flexible telescopic boom simulation 
Combined motion design
Three typical motion patterns were designed. According to the geometrical relationship reflected by the motion of the telescopic boom in different working conditions, the variation law of the input quantity influencing the motion trajectory is deduced.
the vertical plane linear motion
Vertical plane Linear motion is the weight required to lift heavy objects along the center of gravity along a vertical line movement. For example, the lifting process of Well objects and the process of requiring accurate decentralization of objects of its motion diagram shown in Figure 3 : l is the initial length of the telescopic boom  is the pitch angle in the initial state and h is the height to be lifted. Set the state for the first boom to reduce the lifting of heavy objects, and then lifting to the target height, lifting the uniform linear motion, telescopic arm arm changes in the performance of the first arm after the extension arm. According to the geometric model, the movement trajectory of the crane boom satisfies the following relation: 1）Law of telescopic movement:
From(1),(2):
（2）Law of pitch movement: 
The length of the arm when the telescopic boom is lifted; 1 x  the length of the telescopic boom; 2 x  the length of the telescopic boom in the horizontal position;  the pitch angle in the initial state of the telescopic boom; 1 h The vertical distance from lifting to the horizontal position; 0 y the original length of the pitching mechanism; y  the length of the lifting mechanism to the target state;  the angle of the lifting weight of the telescopic boom; a the distance between the supporting point of the cylinder and the rear hinge point of the telescopic boom ; b the telescopic arm pivot point to support the cylinder after the hinge point of the vertical distance;, 1 c ， 2 c 、  和   facilitate the geometric relationship between the auxiliary line and auxiliary angle added; d support the fuel tank after the hinge point and the distance between the support device;
the horizontal plane linear motion
Horizontal plane linear motion using telescopic mechanism and the coordination of the slewing mechanism, reducing the weight of the movement of the transfer line, improve the efficiency of reprint, the experiment fast and accurate reprint. Horizontal plane linear motion diagram shown in Figure 4 :
According to the geometric model, the movement trajectory of the crane boom satisfies the following relation:
The length of the arm when the telescopic arm is rotated to the state; 2 x  the extension of the arm length when the telescopic arm is rotated to the target state;  the angle perpendicular to the locus of movement;
the time taken to rotate to the two states.
the spatial range linear motion
Spatial range Linear motion is the lifting of the horizontal placement of the weight to the vertical state. The motion diagram is shown in Figure 5 : Fig.5 The spatial extent of linear motion sketch Suppose:
S a b   , According to the geometric relationship presented by the geometric model, the state of the telescopic arm moves to an arbitrary position is analyzed. The geometric relationship between the trajectories of the crane boom is as follows: 1）Solution of the length of the arm to move to any position At any position, the projection of the telescopic arm in XOZ and XOY plane is l and l . the telescopic arm moves to arm length l when the rotation angle is  , the pitch angle is  , and: 
（25）
d In order to support the distance between the fulcrum of the cylinder and the pivot point of the telescopic boom; e the vertical distance between the pivot point of the telescopic boom and the pivot point of the supporting cylinder;  the auxiliary angle added to facilitate the geometric relationship;
f The distance of the supporting device.
Analysis of joint simulation results
The control system uses the direct feedback control of the position of the optimized parameters. Based on the joint simulation technology, the combined motion control is realized. The results of the ADAMS post-processing unit are used to view the trajectory of the telescopic boom end and the simulation results of the dynamic characteristics. The results are analyzed.
Control parameter optimization
The control parameters are set using the Ziegler-Nichols tuning technique. he closed-loop control loop is established to determine the stability limit. The control parameters are calculated according to the formula shown in Equation (26) 0.6 , , 0.5 , 0.12
（26）
In the formula, Step Response
Time (sec) Amplitude P 环节 P I 环节 PID 环节 Fig.6 PID parameter setting result As can be seen from the figure, the PID parameter is set:
After adding the mechanical system, in order to improve the response speed of the system, it can adjust the value of d T small range, because the integration time of the sensitivity of the disturbance, so for different environments, the value of the size of the need for further adjustment.
simulation results
ADAMS results in the use of post-processing module, the end of the movement after the telescopic arm trajectory of the most front-end tracing out. According to the mark point selected by the foremost end of the telescopic arm, the movement of the telescopic boom is analyzed according to the expected trajectory by observing the position change of the marker in the space coordinate system. Figure 8 for the vertical plane linear motion simulation results: Fig.8 Vertical plane linear motion simulation results It can be seen from the curve that the X-axis coordinate of the trajectory of the front end of the telescopic boom is linear, but fluctuates because the flexible arm flexes during the movement of the telescopic boom, Slider, resulting in telescopic arm movement during the deviation, through the feedback control adjustment, the final load transferred to the expected position. The Y-axis shows a gradual increase in pitch motion and the Z-axis does not change, indicating that no rotary motion is performed. Fig.9 Horizontal plane linear motion simulation results Figure 9 shows the horizontal plane motion simulation results, the curve shows that the trajectory of the front end of the telescopic arm X-axis coordinate of the whole trend is straight, but the curve slightly tilted, because the telescopic arm movement, the weight of flexible Arm flexure deformation, and telescopic arm section between the slider friction damping effect, resulting in telescopic arm movement during the expansion and contraction speed and the expected speed value of a certain deviation. The motion of the slewing mechanism is uniform motion according to the expectation, but in the running process of the slewing mechanism, due to the matching error of the rotating mechanism and the sway of the hoisting weight, the swivel speed is unstable. By feedback control of the control system, So that the deviation between the reproduced position and the expected position is reduced. The Z-axis gradually increases to indicate that the slewing angle is increased and the Y-axis remains unchanged to indicate that no pitching motion is performed. Fig.10 The spatial extent of linear motion simulation results Figure 10 shows the simulation results for the spatial range linear motion. It can be seen from the curve that the overall X-axis coordinate of the trajectory of the linear motion of the front end of the telescopic arm is a straight line, but the expected positional deviation is larger than that of the combined movement of the two actions. This is because during the movement of the telescopic arm, the movement error comes from the friction factor of the telescopic process, bending deformation, mechanical error of the rotation process, the weight of swing error. Y-axis and Z-axis are gradually changing, indicating that the telescopic boom in the lifting and rotating state, the feedback control of each institution, by constantly modifying the adjustment control parameters, making the position error decreases, but can not be completely eliminated.
Experiment
The experimental platform consists of mechanical system, hydraulic drive system, data acquisition system and measurement and control system. Figure 11 shows the experimental platform schematic. Figure 12 shows the experimental platform control system block diagram. 2) The main sources of error between the simulation results and the experimental results are: oil temperature of the hydraulic system, hydraulic valve dead zone, mechanical system gap, friction damping and other factors will make the movement lag, accompanied by a certain rock. These unmeasurable factors are difficult to add to the simulation model, so some errors will occur.
Conclusion
By describing three typical movements of the telescopic boom crane during the process of reloading, the motion process is simplified to a geometric model, and the law of input variation in accordance with the trajectory is obtained. Through the optimization of the control parameters, the combined motion control under three typical operating conditions is realized. ADAMS environment observed in the telescopic arm trajectory in line with the expected front-end linear motion requirements. At the same time, the experiment verifies the correctness of the model, and shows that the combined motion control of the model conforms to the request of telescopic arm.
The innovative point of this paper is to add a hydraulic control system to the combined motion of a given law based on the mechanical model of the telescopic boom with the multi-arm, fully flexible and inter-arm force restraints. The research contents can be used for reference in the process of crane's reloading, improving the efficiency of reprinting and reducing the number of physical prototype test.
